JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

A publication of the Johnson County Fire Protection District

Jan. 12 Regular
Session Board
Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

Jan. 16 JCMOFA
Board Meeting
8:00 am—
Crestridge High
School

JANUARY
TRAININGS
Harassment
Refresher

5: Station 6 7pm
7: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 3 7pm
14: Station 4 7pm
19: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 8 7pm
21: Station 5 7pm
26: Station 1 7pm
28: Station10 7pm

OTHER
TRAININGS

16: Trench Rescue
Awareness 8am at
Crestridge H.S.
16: Recruit Training at HQ 8am
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PPE...How Safe Are You?
All members of the District are issued Personal
Protective Equipment including helmets, hoods,
coats, pants, suspenders, gloves and boots at
the time they are assigned to a position with
the District. Additional items that fall within
the personal protective category are provided,
but not assigned
individually such
as SCBA. The
District values
each employee
and strives to
make the work
environment as
safe as possible.
We feel very
strongly that each member should be afforded
the “tools” to work with that may help them
return home in essentially the same condition
they were in when the call started.
Now this is the part where you get involved
directly. The District can only supply you with
the PPE, but no one is going to be there at each
call to dress you properly so we rely on each
member to utilize what they are supplied to
help protect themselves. Each scene dictates
what parts of the PPE ensemble may or may not
be needed, but remember to always expect the
unexpected and “over-dress” for the occasion.
It is always easier to take off unneeded portions
of your PPE then try to locate them in the split
second everything goes bad. When you consider whether you want to be “burdened” by
putting on all of your PPE and using an SCBA
think about those around you and those you
may have left back at your home. You may not

figure an injury will affect much, but when the
on-scene activities switch from the emergency
at hand to dealing with your injury the outcome
of the incident can be changed. Another point
to ponder is how your injury will affect your
family or your income; both issues can have
long lasting impact.
Lost productivity and direct medical costs associated with avoidable injuries can make a significant impact on any organization’s budget and
ability to perform essential services. We have
had examples of both improper use of or lack
of use of PPE and the proper use of PPE within
the District. Cuts due to lack of use of gloves is
one example of improper use and surviving the
collapse of a
structure
landing on a
member’s
helmet can
exemplify
the value of
wearing all
of your
equipment.
The next time you are at a call, remember you
have been provided essential equipment to help
protect yourself and policies and guidelines are
in place dealing with this issue, but it ultimately
is up to you to make sure you are using the
equipment properly. Do yourself, your family
and the District a favor – wear your PPE and
follow safe practices at all times. Let’s do all we
can to be safe!

REMINDER…
Johnson County MO Fire Association is hosting
Trench Rescue: Awareness
January 16, 2010 8:00am to 5:00pm at Crestridge High School
Call (660)747-5220 to sign up. Spots still available!

Johnson County Volunteer
Fire Auxiliary
will be providing a fundraiser
lunch for all those interested
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Presents:

Incident Traffic Control For Responders
11/809
Firefighters from
Station 5 & Station 7
responded mutual
aid with JCFPD#2 on
a structure fire

“What the New Year
brings to you will
depend a great deal
on what you bring to
the New Year.”
Vern McLellan

10/23/09
Station 5 along with
Station 1 Rescue respond
to 58 Hwy & NW Division
Road for a t-bone MVA

DISTRICT

DISPATCH

February 24, 2010

Pre-registration
required.
Each class limited
to 40 participants.
Call
(660)747-5220
to register.

12:00 PM—4:00 PM OR 6:00 PM—10:00 PM
Presented by American Traffic Safety Services Association
Location:
JCFPD Headquarters Station
122 W. Young, Warrensburg

Procedure Reminder…
Cheers...Let’s Have Another

Congratulations to…
Completion of Recruit Training
Allie Vesser
Brian Reynolds
Lee Murry

Well the holiday season is in full swing and we each have choices
to make on what or how we celebrate. We encourage every
member to spend time with those people that have meaning in
your lives and enjoy what the season may bring. During this time of celebration and at various
other annual holidays and celebrations you need to remember the District’s policy concerning
alcohol use. Remember policy P2002-002 clearly states no member shall respond if they are under the influence of alcohol or any drug. With that said we hope you look at the broader picture
and apply this same principle to your everyday activities. Any time we operate under the influence we open ourselves up to a large amount of liability and more tragically we may affect someone else’s life in a tragic and final way.
The policy says that if you are under the influence then you should not participate in any activity
related to the District. By participating you potentially are putting yourself, your fellow fire personnel and the public all at an increased risk. Even though you may not think your alcohol consumption has affected you, if you have been drinking just plan on it being in your system and if
something goes bad you know who everyone will look at once it becomes known you had been
drinking no matter what the amount.
If you suspect a member is taking part in the activity while under the influence you should make
sure they are removed from service and make sure they are monitored so they create no harm
to themselves or others around them. Disciplinary action will follow after the violation of the
policy has been reported and verified. None of us likes to “turn in “a friend or co-worker, but in
this case your actions could save lives one of which could be yours.
On a side note, if you choose to drink alcohol at any time you basically reduce the number of
available personnel to respond to calls and as you know our numbers are strained from time to
time so do your part to make sure we have non-impaired personnel available to serve our public.
Remember we all like to enjoy ourselves from time to time, just do so in moderation. If you are
under the influence and a call comes in, that will be a good one for you to miss.
Enjoy the holiday season and may next year be a positive one for each of you.
If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

Feb. 9 Regular
Session Board
Meeting 7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

A publication of the Johnson County Fire Protection District

Feb. 1 Officers
Meeting 7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

Feb. 10 JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
JCFPD Station 5

February
TRAININGS
Interior
Operations:
Search & Rescue

2: Station 6 7pm
4: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 9 7pm
11: Station 4 7pm
16: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 7 7pm
18: Station 5 7pm
23: Station 1 7pm
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Money...Money...Money
For many years the
Board of Directors has
been gracious enough
to make a pay-per-call
allowance and make a
payment towards your
expenses for attending
regular trainings. The
amount has not changed much over the years,
but it has increased and is a small token of our
appreciation for your dedication and willingness
to take part in District activities. It is very important that you each sign in at training activities and make sure your name is included on
the incident report each time you attend. If
your name is not included then we have no way
of knowing you took part and therefore you
will not receive any compensation. If the reports or training records don’t make it to the
office before the payment date it only makes
sense that no payment can be issued for those
activities. When your check is issued it is for

the preceding quarter, but it is not issued until
at least after the first Board meeting following
the close of the quarter. Even though the
checks are normally issued after that meeting
there are some delays that can typically take
place. Those delays may include lack of sufficient processing time to create the payroll and
the large amount of checks or the funds may
not be available for distribution at the time of
the meeting. In all cases WHEN the checks are
ready they are distributed to the Station Officers for distribution to the station personnel.
With that in mind and if you are looking for
your check, contact your station officer. You
might keep in mind that
even if the checks were
able to be issued at the
designated Board meeting it might be a few
days before they are in
the hands of your supervisor.

25: Station10 7pm
OTHER
TRAININGS

6: Make-up Training at HQ 8am &
10am
20: Recruit Training at HQ 8am
24: Incident Traffic
Control for Responders at HQ
12pm or 6pm

Meetings!?! We don’t need no stinkin’ meetings!
I know it sometimes feels like we all have too many meetings in our lives. I certainly attend my
share, but that is something I have learned to accept as part of our service to the community.
You each need to make sure you are meeting your attendance requirements as outlined in the
attendance and participation policy. These may include monthly District training, General Officer
Meetings or Chief Officer Meetings to list just a few. We hope the transition to the new District
training schedule has gone well and serves us all well for some time. For all you OFFICERS let me
take this time to remind you that we have scheduled OFFICER level meetings to distribute information, allow you time to interact with your fellow officers and maybe even learn a few things.
The first one of these meetings is February 1 at Headquarters at 7:00 PM. Remember as an Officer you are required to attend these meetings so let’s make and extra effort to be present and on
time.
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Presents:

Incident Traffic Control For Responders
9/25/09
Firefighters from
Station 1 respond to
a t-bone MVA on
NW 50 Hwy.

“No one is perfect—
that’s why pencils
have erasers.”
Unknown

February 24, 2010

Pre-registration
required.
Each class limited
to 40 participants.
Call
(660)747-5220
to register.

12:00 PM—4:00 PM OR 6:00 PM—10:00 PM
Presented by American Traffic Safety Services Association
Location:
JCFPD Headquarters Station
122 W. Young, Warrensburg

Procedure Reminder…
Ice...Ice...Baby
For those of you that have not yet heard, the District is in the process of starting training for Ice Rescue. We are currently involved
with equipment acquisition so those doing the ice rescue operations
will have the correct equipment to work with. The training date or
dates have not yet been finalized, but if you are interested in participating in this type of activity and training make sure you watch your
e-mail or the station mail for the announcement concerning the training. Even if you don’t think
sliding on the ice sounds like your cup of tea keep in mind it takes more people knowing what is
going on, beyond the people actually on the ice, to make the whole incident work smoothly.

1/31/10
Station 10 celebrates its
one year anniversary.
Station 10 responded to
100 incidents in 2009.

It’s Almost Spaghetti Dinner Time!
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5th Annual Johnson County Volunteer Fire Auxiliary
Spaghetti Dinner & Silent Auction
March 13, 2010
Johnson County Fairgrounds
rs!

da

Tickets $5 in advance or $7 at the door
Kids 5 and under FREE
Available at the HQ office or from any Auxiliary member

Congratulations to…
DISTRICT

DISPATCH

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

Completion of Recruit Training
H.R.Zellner
Tom Barker

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

A publication of the Johnson County Fire Protection District

March 9 Regular Session
Board Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

March 10
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
JCFPD Station
5

March
TRAININGS
Propane
Emergencies

2: Station 6 7pm
4: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 2 7pm
11: Station 4 7pm
16: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 8 7pm
17: Station 5 7pm
23: Station 1 7pm
25: Station10 7pm
OTHER
TRAININGS

20: Recruit Training at HQ 8am
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Caring For Your Equipment…
The Cost of Doing Business
As most of you know the fire service is a business in many regards. We provide a service to
consumers that need our assistance using the
financial support they provide through taxes.
As part of doing business we spend the tax payers dollars to equip ourselves to better serve
their needs. Ever wonder what it takes to provide the equipment you use? Here is a list of
approximate cost of
some of the items we
maintain, but keep in
mind this is only a
small piece of the puzzle as many of the
“smaller” items on
your apparatus or in
your station are multiplied at least by ten and
are not listed here:
Engine - $239,578.00
Tanker - $149,700.00
Grass Truck - $29,300.00
Rescue - $160,000.00
Air truck – $30,909.60
Personal Protective Equipment - $1,681.00
SCBA - $3,115.25
Pager with case - $420.00
Portable Radio - $410.00
Thermal Imager - $6,100.00
Lost key (Re-key entire District ) - $750.00
Being a member of the District - Priceless

As you can see the fire service is not a cheap
endeavor and dictates that we each take care of
the equipment. Your personal attention to
maintenance, regular washing and careful use
can extend the life of each of these items creating a far better cost benefit for each dollar the
public entrusts to us. Sometimes when we have
been out all night or
the weather has swung
from one extreme to
the other, it is easy to
walk away from the
dirty and out of service
items with good intentions of taking care of it later. With all of our
hectic schedules it often is easy to not find the
time to return and properly care for your
equipment. A few extra minutes spent after the
call in preparing the equipment for the next
emergency is time and money well spent. The
public and the Board do what they can to supply you with the necessary items to do your
job……now will you do what you can to make
sure those items are kept in top shape and
ready for use?

Training Date Change
The date of Station 5's District Training for the months of February, March, April, and May, 2010
will be temporarily changing. Instead of being taught on the third Thursday of each month, their
District Training will be taught on the third WEDNESDAY of each of these months.
This temporary change is being made in order to assist those attending the Firefighter I and II
training through WFD, which occurs on the normally scheduled District training nights, meet
their District training requirements.
As always, any District firefighter who is unable to attend their regularly scheduled District station
training is welcome to attend any other station’s training during the same month.
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Procedure Reminder…
It’s Melting, It’s Raining...Where Does the Water Go?

2/9/10
Firefighters from
Station 4 and
Station 1 respond to
a t-bone MVA on NE
23 Hwy.

We are quickly approaching that time of year when the snow and ice are beginning to melt and the
rains are starting to make some appearances. Although it is always nice to see the transition from
Winter to Spring there are also some issues that arise that we must deal with. Flooding is more
common during the next few months and unfortunately we have several areas in the District that
are prone to flooding. During responses to various incidents we all need to remain alert to the
potential for water over the roads or other conditions related to having more water than space.
Remember if you respond to a water involved rescue incident we do have a guideline concerning
our actions. An incident commander must be identified and needs to take charge of the incident,
everyone must stay out of the water and work only from the shoreline. Those within fifteen feet
of the water’s edge must be wearing an approved floatation device and absolutely no structural fire
fighting protective gear. We don’t have these rules to make your job more difficult, but they are in
place to assist with your safety and hopefully to avoid our personnel becoming a victim also. For
more complete information please refer to District Guideline G2009-001 and be safe in whatever
you are doing.

It’s Spaghetti Dinner Time!
“When was the last
time you did
something for the
first time?”
Sally Edwards

5th Annual Johnson County Volunteer Fire Auxiliary
Spaghetti Dinner & Silent Auction
March 13, 2010 5pm-7pm
p
hel !
d
n
y
Johnson County Fairgrounds
a
r
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e
m
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Tickets $5 in advance or $7 at the door
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Kids 5 and under FREE
Available at the HQ office or from any Auxiliary member

MVA...MVC...Now Really, What Is It???
Station 7 celebrates its
second anniversary since
the opening of the new
addition, which was completed on 3/26/08.

No matter if you call a motor vehicle wreck an
“accident” or a “collision” we still need to accurately record on our reports what type of incident it really was. For some time we have used
code 381 for most wrecks unless we only went
due to leaking fluids being present. Beginning
this year we have made some adjustments to
the reporting criteria to better reflect what was
taking place. We will still use code 463 for general clean-up including leaking fluids. We will
now be using code 460 for all T-bone, head-on
and rollover wrecks if no extrication is needed.
If the wreck involves extrication we will use
code 352. These code numbers need to be

entered in the “Incident Type” field on the report. Each station has been provided a new
“cheat” sheet to be kept with your report guide
manual to help you locate the more
“commonly” used report codes. A new computerized report form has also been created
and has been circulated to all station officers.
We are also in the process of updating the report manual (the Red Book) and will be getting
new copies to each station soon. Remember,
keep up on your reports and get them submitted in a timely fashion. Your cooperation on
using these new code numbers will help extensively as we file our state required reports.

Congratulations to…
DISTRICT

DISPATCH

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

Completion of Recruit Training
Shawn Daniel
Devin Meyer

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

A publication of the Johnson County Fire Protection District

April 13 Regular Session
Board Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

April 14
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
6:30 pm—
HFD

April
TRAININGS
Ladders

1: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 3 7pm
6: Station 6 7pm
8: Station 4 7pm
20: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 7 7pm
21: Station 5 7pm
22: Station10 7pm
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It didn’t happen…
if you didn’t write it down
By Cpt. Ken Jennings
Documentation is an important aspect in the fire
service. We normally find the importance of
documentation when writing incident narratives,
apparatus problems, or personnel issues. All too
often we overlook the importance of documenting
the things that we learn. Training is a very important part of our jobs. We use training to learn
new tactics, refresh basic skills, and improve our
individual performance. The training that we attend can provide us with the knowledge to act
safely and efficiently. After we take part in training, every individual will hopefully walk away satisfied with the feeling of improvement. Much like a
well written incident narrative can help us in future cases, documentation of individual training
can help protect you in future instances where
competency might be questioned. A jury will not
be satisfied with a simple statement of “we train all
the time.” Any training that you conduct or at-

tend should be documented and kept on file in the
administrative office. The Training Division has
developed a training form that should be completed and submitted after training is conducted.
Training can be anything from conducting apparatus checks to participating in a live fire exercise.
Anything that you do that enhances your capabilities as a firefighter can be considered training.
Take the time to fill out the appropriate paperwork and have your efforts on file. Copies of the
training form can be obtained from the Training
Division or Admin. If you have any questions
about recording training activities please contact a
training officer. Stay sharp, stay safe, keep training!

27: Station 1 7pm

OTHER
TRAININGS

3: Makeup Training
at HQ 8am &
10am
14: JCMOFA
Everyone Goes
Home at HFD
6:30pm
17: Recruit Training at HQ 8am

It’s Test Time!
In keeping with our established cycle for creating promotional candidate pools,
it is once again time to test. We will be adding to the Captain and Lieutenant
candidate pool from this testing. Although there may not be an open position
at this point in your area of interest or location, we will use the names in the pool as openings
come up as our starting point in filling a position. If you have previously taken and successfully
passed the Captain or Lieutenant examination you will not need to test again in this cycle.
However, if you have previously tested and were not successful or if you are eligible for a different position and have not previously tested you should test during this opportunity. If you
have never tested before and meet the requirements to test then this is your opportunity.
Testing will be conducted beginning at 8:30 AM Saturday, April 10 and again at 7:00 PM Monday, April 12 at the headquarters building. You only need to attend one time or the other as
both examinations will be available at each session. If you have questions or would like to borrow manuals associated with the examinations contact the administrative office.
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Procedure Reminder…
Let’s Go Muddin...

2/10
Firefighters from
JCFPD, JCFPD2,
Holden FD & Odessa
FD train on ice
rescue

With the coming of Spring and slightly warmer temperatures we are seeing many of our citizens
venture outside again. Unfortunately one activity many of those we serve want to engage in is
burning the leftover debris from the winter or at times burn off their fields in preparation for the
spring. As you know this time of year, with the thawing and spring rains, can sometimes lead to
difficulty getting to the fires when located off road by some distance.
With the uncertainty we encounter in almost any field we enter, remember we don’t always know
where the “wet spots” are, we need to be more aware of the damage we can do by driving further
than we should away from a road surface. Often we leave deep ruts in fields or yards and at times
we even get stuck. When we rut up someone’s property we need to be taking some time when
we are finished and work with the property owner to remedy the rut situation or at least make
sure they are aware of the damage and understand why it was created. When we get stuck it creates a whole other issue. If we can’t find someone with a “friendly tractor” nearby then we are
forced to find a wrecker and with a wrecker often comes a request for payment.
One easy way to avoid both of the above situations and still achieve our goal of putting out the fire
is to simply GET OUT OF THE TRUCK and use the hand tools on the truck to put out the fire.
Consider walking the fire scene using tools as part of your physical fitness program you have been
meaning to start and reduce the damage we do to the property. If the apparatus can safely reach
the fire without causing damage then by all means use it, but if you even remotely consider the
ground as not being able to support the apparatus then leave it on the road or driveway and proceed on foot. Either way remember to be safe!

“Teamwork is the
fuel that allows
common people to
attain uncommon
results
Unknown

Everyone Goes Home
Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives
April 14, 2010
6:30 PM—10:00 PM

2/15/10
Station 4 & Station 1
Rescue respond to a
t-bone MVA

Location: Holden Fire Department
101 W. 3rd St., Holden, MO
As our way of saying Thank You, the JCMOFA Executive
Committee will be providing a chili supper for all
personnel attending the Everyone Goes Home training.

Supper served 5:30pm—6:30pm
RSVP
(660)747-5220

DISTRICT

DISPATCH

Holden Fire Department, 101 W. 3rd St., Holden
Training immediately following at 6:30pm

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

A publication of the Johnson County Fire Protection District

May 11
Regular Session
Board Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

May 12
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

May
TRAININGS
Fire Streams

4: Station 6 7pm
6: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 9 7pm
13: Station 4 7pm
18: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 8 7pm
20: Station 5 7pm
25: Station 1 7pm
27: Station10 7pm

OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

3: Officers Meeting
15: Recruit Training at HQ 8am
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Professional Courtesy...What's It Mean To You?
Many of us often talk about “professional courtesy”
and most of the time we are referring to the belief that
law enforcement officers may “let you off” for minor traffic issues or treat you differently if you are a fellow officer, fire service or EMS related. In many cases law
enforcement extends this courtesy to the general public
and members of the emergency services so you probably aren’t getting some “special treatment” if you have
been the benefactor of this type of action. Many times
simply getting pulled over and having an officer review
with you the things you may have been doing wrong and
the potential outcomes of your actions serves as a
wakeup call for the public or the emergency services
people.
“Professional courtesy” could also mean that as a
general nature those people who are willing to serve in a
public service job are more willing to empathize with
other fellow public service workers due to a common
kindred and spirit for what you do. In many cases this is
very accurate as across the public service industry our
members tend to understand what others in similar job
functions are experiencing and naturally form some
connection to the problems they may be having. These
problems can range the broad spectrum from simple job
stress to full blown family issues or substance abuse.
Ultimately those involved normally want a positive outcome for the member who is suffering and we tend to
work toward reaching that end.
Let’s look at “professional courtesy” from a slightly
different angle. Have you ever envisioned a time when
there would be no need for it because everyone actually
followed the rules? While that may sound like a pipe
dream maybe we should consider evaluating what we
do, whether in the course of our job with the District or in
or personal dealings. If we each would take a little extra
time to examine what actions we are taking then we
might find that you don’t have the thought “man I hope
that Trooper/Deputy/Officer likes firefighters” when you
meet them on the road going a lot faster than you know
you should.
Have you ever thought about what would happen if
we keep our personal lives in order so we don’t have to
experience law enforcement from the “other” side?
When we do things that we know we shouldn’t or we let
our emotions or impaired actions override our normal

level of intelligence not only does it cause a difficulty for
you, but it really does put the officer in a difficult position
as they want to effect a positive outcome for you whenever possible while still performing their job. It makes it
extremely difficult for an officer to deal with you one day
in a negative situation and then deal with you the following day as part of the emergency services.
Let’s all work a little harder at doing what we know is
right and maybe lessen the occasions where we think
that “professional courtesy” would even be needed or
considered. If you have personal issues and you are
not alone on that issue, seek help or take the necessary
actions to reduce the issues so they don’t spill over to
law enforcement. If you have a “lead” foot consider
keeping a closer eye on the
speeds you drive. If you have
expired plates, pay the fee
and get them up to date. If
you have a warrant or an order against you, get it resolved (think of the embarrassment of getting arrested at
a fire scene due to some minor warrant).
Last, but certainly not least, if you do find yourself in
a position of dealing with law enforcement on a personal
level remember it is not appropriate to “play the professional courtesy card”. Most of you have some identifying item like logo shirts and hats, stickers, radios,
pagers or maybe even license plates that will identify
you as a member of the fire service. If the officer you
are dealing with wants to take that into consideration
that is their choice, but asking for special consideration
because of your position or throwing the JCFPD name
out doesn’t give a very professional appearance and
sometimes can encourage the officer to be more critical
of your actions.
Remember to be courteous and professional in everything you are involved with and you may just find you
will have less issues than you may have now. Also
remember “professional courtesy” is just that, a courtesy
and not some right granted you by a code of ethics or
super secret club membership.
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Procedure Reminder…
Standing By...Or Not

4/7/10
Firefighters from
Station 10 & Station
1 battle a mobile
home fire

From time to time we are faced with a mild dilemma while responding to a call for service concerning the possibility that an additional station or more may be needed at a particular call. Often
the information from Dispatch or possibly from a member arriving on the scene give great insight
into what may be needed at the scene, but other times the information is weak at best. When
faced with the decision making responsibility it is often tempting to activate an additional station or
more just to have them stand-by in their station just in case they are needed. For many years our
general practice has been not to place a District station on stand-by in case a responding station
may need them.
When we place a station in stand-by mode you have essentially “reserved” them in case you
need them which forces us to use an additional station to cover the area of the stand-by station.
Obviously this continues to expand with each added station and can create a logistics nightmare.
Additionally we are putting personnel in harm’s way for a call we don’t even know if they are
needed at. We realize that putting a station on stand-by may mean some will come to their station
and wait which can reduce the response time once they are actually needed, but often this is not
the case.
As a matter of practice let’s pay attention to this detail and refrain from putting our stations on
stand-by. IF YOU NEED HELP CALL FOR HELP and have them start to the scene until you determine they are not needed. In reality having them leave the station actually shortens your wait time
if they are actually needed instead of having them waiting around in a stand-by mode.

“Meeting people
halfway is the most
significant trip we
can take. We don’t
work for each
other...we work with
each other”
Unknown

3/22/10
Station 6 & Station 1
firefighters investigate a
mobile home fire

Training Division Additions
By DC Jeff Hartle, Training Division
The Training Division is pleased to introduce two new instructors who have joined our staff. Jim
Evans and Rick Stroud have been promoted to the rank of Lieutenant and assigned to the Training Division. The addition of these two instructors brings the Training Division up to its authorized
strength of six personnel.
Jim Evans joined JCFPD on May 5, 2002 and has been a firefighter at the Leeton station. He is
married to Theresa, who is a recruit firefighter. They have four children, including two junior firefighters, along with two grandchildren. Jim served in the U.S. Air Force for 22 years, retiring in
2006. He has worked as an over-the-road truck driver and with MODOT since retiring from the Air
Force. Jim is now a full-time student at UCM, completing a baccalaureate degree in Accounting.
Jim says, “This new role presents a new challenge and I look forward to working with the firefighters at all stations.”
Rick Stroud joined JCFPD on January 17, 2008 and has been a firefighter at the Cornelia station.
He is married to Tara, and they have two daughters. He has been employed as a civilian firefighter for eight years at Whiteman AFB, where he holds the rank of Captain. He serves as a
Crew Chief, but also fills in as Station Captain and Assistant Chief of Operations from time to
time. Rick is a Fire Instructor II, and says, “I hope with this new position I will be able to better
serve JCFPD and the Johnson County community.”
Please join me in welcoming Lt. Evans and Lt. Stroud to the Training Division when you see them
at a training session or emergency.
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If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net
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June 8 Regular
Session Board
Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

June 9
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

June
TRAININGS
Tanker Shuttle

1: Station 6 7pm
3: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 2 7pm
10: Station 4 7pm
15: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 7 7pm
17: Station 5 7pm
22: Station 1 7pm
24: Station10 7pm

OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

5: Make-up Training at HQ 8am
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What Happened To JCAD???
Did you suddenly notice you don’t hear the
Johnson County Ambulance District tones anymore? Did you think your pager broke? Do you
think they went out of business or maybe everyone is just not getting hurt or
sick? Well actually none of
the above is accurate. Here’s
the information you may want
to know: On May 10, JCAD
made the transition from operating on “Fire” frequency to operating on
their own frequency. You should no longer
be hearing JCAD tones over fire frequency,
but from time to time you may hear one of
the first responder fire agencies being dispatched along with JCAD. JCAD will be toned
on their frequency and if fire response is also

needed, the appropriate agency will be toned on
fire frequency at the same time and the information will be provided to both. If both JCAD and
a fire agency are responding, all updates are to
be given on both frequencies at the same time.
As it stands now if a fire agency is responding
and JCAD is also responding and if the fire
agency needs to talk to the ambulance, all you
need to do is have dispatch advise
JCAD to switch to fire frequency to
contact you or command if it has been
established. This really should not be
much of a change for anyone other
than you will not hear the volume of
traffic on fire frequency that existed
due to the various medical calls, some of which
only required a response from JCAD.

Public Relations Coordinator
In an effort to better coordinate, plan and implement public relations events with the citizens of Johnson County and those people visiting our area we are seeking a motivated District individual to perform the duties of the Public Relations Coordinator. The duties of
the Public Relations Coordinator will be additional to those currently performed by the
successful candidate in cooperation with the administrative office. Interested personnel
should submit a letter of interest to the Chief no later than noon, Wednesday, June 2,
2010 outlining their qualifications.
Johnson County Fire Protection District
Public Relations Coordinator

12: JCMOFA Multi
Aircraft Response
See back page

Definition:
The Public Relations Coordinator will be the primary liaison and point of contact to the
public for the scheduling, planning, coordination and delivery of District services for public
events while maintaining other assigned duties and positions within the District.

19: Recruit Training at HQ 8am

For a detailed list of qualifications and job duties,
visit www.jcfpd.net under the Member Links
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Multiple Aircraft
Scene Response
June 12, 2010
9:00 AM—2:00 PM
Location:
Johnson County Fire District #2
Station 2 (Pittsville Station)
1352 NW 565 Road, Holden

5/3/10
Firefighters from
Station 5 & Station 7
give truck and fire
extinguisher demos
during DARE Camp

Lunch provided
Contact the Admin Office
by June 4 to register

“Problems become
opportunities when
the right people join
together”
Unknown

4/17/10
Station 5 and JCAD assist
a patient involved in a
motorcycle accident

Procedure Reminder…
Conditions of Employment...New Information for Everybody
To help create a foundation from which we can continue to build, a new policy has been adopted
by the Board dealing with conditions of employment with the District. Now your first reaction
may be that this doesn’t apply to me because I am a volunteer. Well believe it or not you actually
are an employee of the District and therefore this new policy does apply. Policy P2010-001 will be
distributed to each station for inclusion in your station manual and will also be available online on
the District website. In general, the policy outlines some of the process in becoming an employee
and lists disqualifiers that would keep someone from joining or maybe a reason someone is not
asked to remain an employee. The list of disqualifiers deals with convictions or admissions to felony crimes of any type both as an adult and as a juvenile as well as multiple misdemeanors. The
policy also deals with illegal drug activity either prior to or after employment, intentional destruction of District property, misappropriation of District property or resources and perjury. An additional part of the policy deals with current employees who are charged with a crime or arrested in
connection with any of the disqualifiers. Those employees will be placed on administrative leave
until the matter is legally concluded. There is more detail contained in the policy so you are reminded it is your responsibility to read and become familiar with the document and make sure you
comply with the policy as prescribed.

New Administrative Office Hours:
Monday through Thursday 7:00am—6:00pm
or after hours by appointment
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If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

July 13 Regular
Session Board
Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

July 14
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

July
TRAININGS
Pump Operations

1: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 3 7pm
6: Station 6 7pm
8: Station 4 7pm
15: Station 5 7pm
20: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 8 7pm
22: Station10 7pm
27: Station 1 7pm

OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

17: Recruit Training at HQ 8am
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Water! Water! Where’s My Water?
Due to the infrastructure in our District we all
face the dilemma of where your water is coming
from for a fire at some point. We have become
accustomed and very good at hauling water to our
scenes over the years and now have a complete
fleet of trustworthy tankers to get the water on
scene. After considering
where the water is going to be
loaded from the next big issue
is where are you going to
dump the water and how is it
getting to the engine.
We normally utilize one or
more dump tanks in fairly close
proximity to the main engine at
the scene. To do this we typically park the engine on an angle to the scene so
the tank or tanks can be deployed off the pump
panel side to allow easy access for hooking to the
engine. The other option is to deploy the tank in a
more remote area away from the engine and relay
pump the water from the drop site to the main
engine. This often is necessary when scene space
prohibits setting the tanks in close proximity to the
engine due to narrow driveways, poor or limited
safe access for the tankers or other similar situations.

When positioning the engine and the dump site
a large consideration must be; can the tankers get
to and from the dump site without a lot of backing,
turning around, travel over unsafe roads or structures or placing our own personnel in danger by
passing through the scene? A second consideration
must be is the tank placed on the most
level spot available and did you deploy
the ground cover first to help reduce
puncture damage to the tank. Another
tank placement consideration is the
location of the drain chute. It is never
fun for anyone at the scene at the end
of the incident to try to crawl around
under the tank liner trying to force the
water to the drain chute. Place the
chute to the low side or downhill side of the tank
so the water can naturally run to the drain.
Taking an extra breath or two and slowing
down to consider where and how to place the tank
and dump site to achieve its maximum potential
can pay huge dividends in the end by reducing the
risk the tankers are placed in and reducing the
work needed to leave the scene when the incident
is completed.

Beware...Warning Signs
Signs of heat exhaustion:
Clammy skin
Loss of color in skin
Sweating
Dry mouth
Headache
Thirst
Research shows that people should never
technically get thirsty. If you feel thirsty,
there’s a good chance you’re already
dehydrated. If you see any of the above
exhaustion signs get out of the heat
immediately. Drink plenty of cool fluids.
If there is no improvement, call 911.

Signs of major heat exposure
(heat stroke):
High body temp (over 103*F)
Confusion
Poor breathing
Seizures
Stopped sweating
Weak Pulse
Hot dry skin to the touch
Fainting/Loss of consciousness
If you see any of the above exposure signs
get the person out of the heat immediately
and call 911. Heat stroke always requires
medical attention.
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Procedure Reminder…
What does the manual say about heat issues?

5/27/10
District personnel
honor fallen
Firefighter John
Glaser at a
memorial service in
Shawnee, KS

“Better three hours
too soon, than one
minute too late.”
William Shakespeare

5/3/10
Station 1 & Station 10
personnel give apparatus
demos & Safety House
presentations to the Boy
Scouts, & Girl Scouts at
the Elks Lodge during
Youth Week
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If you research our policy and guideline manual you might notice that there is no policy or
guideline currently in place dictating your actions on an incident scene in relation to overheating due to ambient temperatures or those created by the scene or your activities. For
many years we have relied on some common sense approaches to combating our members
being overcome by heat issues.
During the hot months we should all be more aware of our limitations and the bodies need
for hydration. When you respond to an emergency you normally will be wearing several
extra pounds of PPE and SCBA so you need to make sure you do not over-exert yourself.
As a general rule in the past we have limited most of the personnel to one or two SCBA bottles during an interior attack before they needed to go to rehabilitation to re-nourish their
bodies and mind. It is important that each of our members learn their limitations, particularly
during high heat or humidity months. Keep in mind that one or two bottles is not set in
stone and you should report to rehab before your body starts sending you the urgent signals
that you are about to have a shutdown. You may also be sent to rehab by the IC at any time
they feel you need the rest based on the long term needs of the incident.
Going to rehab and taking a break is no discredit to the individual member and should be
encouraged by other members to help maintain a fresh group of personnel who can be utilized to bring the incident to resolution. Don’t become a statistic, use some common sense
and take care of yourself at all incidents, but be particularly aware during times of high heat
and humidity or personal exertion.

Good Golly Molly It’s A Hot One
The last time you were at a structure fire
or even a really large natural cover fire and
you were even moderately hot, did you think
“where is the auxiliary”? Generally they are
only a phone call or a page away, but the IC
has to remember to call for them. Keep in
mind the auxiliary is now only responding to
calls when specifically requested as a general
rule. When needed the dispatcher can simply
activate the tone for the auxiliary and notify
them of your request.
Since we are getting in to the hot part of
the year keep in mind the auxiliary now has “misters” available
which could prove to be a valuable asset in the rehabilitation
area. In general the devices
work to break a water supply
into a water mist that acts to
cool those in need. One of the

devices also employs a built in
fan to better move the mist
and aid in cooling an overheated person even faster. The
other device employs just the
water mist, but still serves to
provide a cooling affect.
The water misting devices are provided by
the Auxiliary through funds they have collected
during their fundraising efforts and were no
cost to the District. The Auxiliary continues
to make their services and equipment available
to both Fire District’s on an as needed basis
and is more than willing to respond after being
requested. When you see one of the Auxiliary
members you might want to take a minute and
make sure you show your appreciation for
their efforts and a job well done.

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

Aug. 10 Regular Session
Board Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

Aug. 11
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

August
TRAININGS
Battalion Training

5: Stations 2,3,9 at
WFD #2 6:30pm
17: Stations 5, 7, 8
WFD #2 6:30pm
24: Stations 1, 4, 6,
10 WFD #2
6:30pm
All trainings held at
Warrensburg Fire
Dept. Station #2
6:30pm—10:00pm
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

2: Officers Meeting
at HQ 7pm
7: Makeup Training
at HQ
8am & 10am
21: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am
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It’s Official...Enhanced Water Rescue Is Operating
If you have ever had the desire
to become stranded in high water
in Johnson County, now is the
time. The enhanced water rescue
services we have been gearing up
to provide have officially been
placed in service. An organizational meeting was held and an
appropriate guideline was developed to cover
water rescue activities. Those interested in participating in the “in the water” (including those in
a boat or on a personal watercraft) portion of
the team participated in swimming tests to meet
the minimum qualifications. More recently PWC
training has taken place allowing the team to be
placed officially in service.
As earlier discussed the enhanced water rescue capabilities will extend our current shoreline
rescue functions. If your station goes to a water
rescue and you can make a rescue by employing
shoreline techniques then by all means do so
without waiting for the specialized team to arrive. In the event the rescue exceeds shoreline

capabilities the surface water rescue trained personnel will be on
hand to assist in completing the
rescue. Remember everyone at
the scene still has responsibilities
that need to be completed while
we all work together to achieve a
positive outcome for the victim.
The underwater, dive, portion of the enhanced water rescue functions is not yet officially
up and running, but under some circumstances
limited dive operations may be possible. If for
some reason you missed the “boat” (pun intended) and you still want to participate with the
“in the water” portion of the team, let the administrative office know and we will discuss your
potential involvement. For those of you interested in helping with the other duties of the
team without being in the water, additional training will be coming to better prepare you for your
role in safe, effective and positive rescues.

August Battalion Training Reminder

During the month of August, District training will be conducted by Battalion.
Below are the dates for the training. Please plan your schedules accordingly.
Battalion 2 (Stations 2, 3, 9)
Battalion 3 (Stations 5, 7, 8)
Battalion 1 (Stations 1, 4, 6, 10)

August 5th 1830-2200.
August 17th 1830-2200.
August 24th 1830-2200.

Battalion training will be held at Warrensburg Fire Department Station #2. The training will begin
promptly at 1830 (6:30PM). Please make travel arrangements so you are AT Station #2 by
1830. Personnel should meet at their respective stations and bring all PPE and apparatus that can be
staffed. If you have any questions, contact the Training Division directly.

Traffic Advisory

SE 401 Road & SE 421 Road from DD Highway
to SE 275 Road will be closed for
approximately 4 weeks for construction.
Please be cautious and obey traffic laws when
responding to and from incidents.
Plan your routes accordingly.
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Procedure Reminder…
District Vehicle Crashes...Now What Do I Do?

7/1/10
Station 10
firefighters respond
to a rollover MVA
south of
Warrensburg

“Nothing great was
ever achieved
without
enthusiasm.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson

7/14/10
Station 5 firefighters
assist Johnson County Fire
District #2 on a structure
fire

DISTRICT

DISPATCH

From time to time throughout the history of the District a District vehicle has been involved
in accidents ranging from no serious damage up to totaling the vehicle. Thankfully these don’t
happen very often and no one has been seriously injured in any past accidents. As a member
of the District you have some very distinct obligations should you be involved in an accident
with a District vehicle. Guideline 2004-003 points out the overall actions and should be reviewed so you are familiar with your responsibilities BEFORE you may be involved.
In general, each vehicle should have an accident reporting kit which needs to be completed by
the officer present on the vehicle or the senior member with the vehicle. Aid should be
given to those in need, up to the level of care you are trained for, and medical help should be
summoned. The accident site must be secured and witness and involved party information
should be obtained. NO statements concerning the accident should be made except to the
law enforcement officer, personnel of the District investigating the accident or the District’s
insurance provider. Refer to the guideline for more detailed information.
Remember, you are the only one that can control how you respond and you control the majority of the common reasons you may be involved in a collision. Take a few extra seconds
to look at a map so you know where you are going and are not distracted along the way trying to read a map. Take the time to slow down and arrive alive. Remember that a crashed
fire apparatus and injured personnel will not make it to the scene and cannot offer much
needed assistance, but worst of all would be having a District member’s life being cut short
or drastically altered due to an avoidable accident. Should you ever find yourself in a collision remember you have obligations to complete. Be Safe!

Extinguishers...No Mess...What a Concept
How many times have you been involved in
providing fire extinguisher training and thought
“Man what a mess I wish there was a cleaner
and safer way of doing this training.”? Well
even if you have not been involved in the past
and have not witnessed the cloud of irritating
dry chemical floating around in the unpredictable winds landing squarely in your face and
leaving a mess to clean up just imagine what a
nightmare this type of teaching method could
be.
Well today is your lucky day as a new training tool has been received by the District.
With financial support from the Warrensburg
Early Bird Rotary through the “Taste of Johnson County” event we have purchased a BullEx
Intelligent Training System unit. The unit allows us to do hands-on fire extinguisher training in the PASS (Point, Aim, Squeeze, and
Sweep) method to various groups throughout
our District and the whole county as requested. The system works with a special propane burner unit and custom extinguishers that
use a sensing unit to judge if the participant is
properly operating the extinguisher before allowing the fire to be extinguished. The extinguishers operate with compressed air and wa-

ter and can be filled and charged on scene.
When the units are discharged the only by
product is water which eliminates the dry powder mess. The new system also removes the
expense we had in purchasing dry chemical
powder to refill the units used during the old
method of training.
If you have a group that would like to have
extinguisher training (i.e. local businesses, schools,
nursing homes,
restaurants, etc.)
you will need to
receive some
training to use the
new unit, but then you can schedule your event
and use the equipment. If training is requested
please let the administrative office know so we
can assist in the scheduling and then the presentation as needed. Remember a properly
trained business or homeowner can often help
slow a fire’s progress substantially helping to
reduce their overall loss.

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net
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Sept. 14 Regular Session
Board Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

Sept. 8
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

September
TRAININGS
Chimney & Attic
Fires

2: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 2 7pm
7: Station 6 7pm
9: Station 4 7pm
16: Station 5 7pm
21: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 8 7pm
23: Station 10 7pm
28: Station 1 7pm
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

18: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am
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I Want In and I Want In...NOW!
Although it does not happen
every day we do receive the occasional request to assist someone in
gaining access to their residence and
normally the title to this article fits
that person’s overall attitude. However, from time to time the title
might accurately fit our own attitude as we complete our duties as a member of the District.
When we are faced with needing to gain access
to a residence, other structure or maybe a pasture or field we often are in the middle of someone else’s crisis and we feel a real need for fast
action.
When we arrive at a call for an alarm or odor
investigation, but the building is locked or need
to gain access to a field to check on smoke in the
distance or to establish an aircraft landing zone
we feel some anxiety because everyone wants in
right NOW. What we must remember first is
the old adage “Try before you pry”. If we function in a hurry up mode we often overlook the
simple things like turning the unlocked doorknob
instead of using the halogen to force the door or
maybe cutting the lock on a gate instead of lifting
it off the hinges that were installed in the same
direction. How embarrassing would it be to
break out the biggest window in the house, gain
entry and then walk across the room and talk to
those people outside through the window that
was open on the other side of the residence?
While those examples may sound outrageous
and almost impossible they have happened.
As a rule of thumb when you arrive on the
scene and no visible problem can be seen then it
may not yet be an emergency that dictates you
do a lot of damage to get inside if a key holder is

Mark Your Calendar

responding. If you have responded due to an
appliance left on or a child is in danger while
locked inside a residence then the situation may
dictate a more “forcible” approach, but it is a
good idea to slow down first and look for the
options (be creative) and talk to the property
owner about the actions you may be forced to
take.
If you find yourself in the rural area and you
need to gain access to a field to establish a landing zone or maybe you are chasing the elusive or
massive natural cover fire that just keeps on
jumping property lines you have two different
situations. The LZ needs to be established, but
are there other areas that may be better suited?
If you are chasing the fire then it often dictates
where you need to be and when you need to be
there. If you have to cut you way in to either
make the LZ or to extinguish the fire keep some
basic thoughts in mind. If you can remove the
gate, do so. If you are forced to cut then consider cutting the link on the chain next to the
padlock and NOT cutting the padlock. Often
land owners buy several locks that operate with
one key and when you cut the lock you may have
just caused them, or maybe the District, to go
buy a whole group of keyed alike locks to replace what we damaged. If you have to cut a
fence do so only as a last result and do so with
repairs in mind. Don’t hack away
and make multiple points of entry
leaving a mess to straighten out
that may require a whole section
of fence to be replaced instead of
just repaired.
Continued page 2...

1st Annual
Johnson County Missouri Fire Association
Chili Supper Fundraiser
October 2, 2010
More details to come...
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Procedure Reminder…
I’m locked out and I need help...

8/810
Station 3 & Station 9
provide tankers and
manpower to
JCFPD2 during a
structure fire

The question arises from time to time about when or if the District will provide assistance
for people “locked out” of a vehicle or a structure. Vehicle lockouts are a beast in their own
right as we don’t really carry the “tools” required to make entry without doing some serious
damage to a vehicle. We do not assist with these at all if it is just a case of someone locking
their keys inside or maybe losing them. We may get involved if it becomes a well being issue
such as a person trapped inside without the capability of opening a door or window. This event
would become more of a rescue and not a lockout and you would need to take the appropriate
steps to gain entry based on the situation at hand.
Residential or business lockouts are similar, but there are some differences. We do not
respond to lockouts due to locked in keys or lost keys that don’t involve other circumstances
involving an immediate safety issue. We will respond if there is a person locked in or out of an
area that could result in harm to their well being (i.e. A small child inside a residence and the
parent locked outside, an unconscious person or person with medical condition that can’t provide access) or if another public service agency needs assistance in gaining entry based on a person’s well being.
We also respond to structure lockouts when they involve some immediate potential risk.
Some examples of this would include food left cooking on the stove and the person becomes
locked outside or another heat generating appliance has been left on and its continued neglect
could result in a fire. These are only two examples, but many more exist.
In general terms the District’s protocol for lockout responses is based on the other circumstances that may exist such as immediate hazards or dangers or the well being of a person.
Normally Dispatch clears these responses with the on-call Chief first, but it is important that
each of our members understands the overall way we handle lockout incidents.

“The best way out is
always through.”
Robert Frost

October 9, 2010
1:00 PM
Johnson County Fairgrounds

7/27/10
Several District
firefighters participate in
a flammable liquids
training held at WFD
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Kids games
Bucket Brigade
Barrel Fight
Team Hose Coupling
Dummy Drag
Family BBQ
Sign-up sheets available soon
Get your teams ready!

DON’T MISS OUT !

I Want In...continued
In any circumstance if you have forced your way
into a structure or cut your way into a field you
need to ensure the property is left secure if the
owner or occupant is not there. If you find you
have no owner/occupant present and you need
to leave you need to make sure things are
“locked” up. You put the District at some liability if you walk off and leave things unsecured.
Property from structures could be removed or
livestock could get out of their confines. Either
case does not build a positive relationship with
our citizens so use some common sense and do
the least amount of damage to start with and
make sure if the owner/occupant is not present

you make every effort to determine who they
are and make the effort to contact them. Dispatch may be able to help locate contact information for some owners/occupants and the administrative office will help make contacts when
needed if work schedules conflict with the successful contact.
Just keep in mind, it is a good idea to treat
our customer’s property at least as good as you
would want someone to treat yours and most
likely better than you would expect from someone else. Keep up the good work and pay attention to the little details.

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net
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Oct. 12 Regular Session
Board Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch
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Battalion Training Review

By Cpt. Ken Jennings

Oct. 13
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

October
TRAININGS
Surface Ice Rescue
Support Ops

5: Station 6 7pm
7: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 3 7pm
14: Station 4 7pm
19: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 7 7pm
21: Station 5 7pm
26: Station 1 7pm
28: Station 10 7pm
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

2: Makeup
Training at HQ
8am & 10am
13: JCMOFA
Training at Station
5 7pm
16: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am

2 0 1 0

Once again our annual Battalion Training
event has come and gone. I hope that your experience was both fun and beneficial to your
individual and group development as firefighters.
We were fortunate enough to have a unique
training facility that provided a variety of training
opportunities. I hope that all of you were able
to take something away from the training and
that it has expanded your knowledge of the job.
The skills that
were conducted at
the 2010 Battalion
Training were skills
that we do not perform routinely. Although some of the
skills are simple in
concept, it is important that we continue to
review and practice them. I witnessed several
positives through-out the three training sessions
but there are always areas that need improvement. Those that have been in the fire service
for some time can tell you that there is never
two fire scenes that are the same so we must
prepare ourselves to use and adapt these basic
skills.

I encourage all of
you to practice these
and other skills. It may
be as simple as reviewing how to start the
chain saw, and the
process of cutting a
vent hole. Another basic skill that we worked
on during the Battalion Training was PPE and
SCBA donning. The goal was to don the equipment in less than 60 seconds. The majority
were unsuccessful in meeting this goal. This
simple drill can be done individually and will improve your individual ability to perform. The
more we expose ourselves to these job skills,
the easier they come to us in the field and yield
quicker, safer results.
The Training Division has provided each station
with a “Station Training Drills” book. This book
contains many basic firefighter skills that are
important in developing and maintaining skills.
The Training Division is also available to provide
you with training ideas or materials.
Thanks to all those that participated in this
years Battalion Training. Stay sharp and stay
safe!

CHILI SUPPER FUNDRAISER
Sponsored by:
Johnson County Missouri Fire Association

October 2, 2010
4pm - 7pm
Location: Johnson County Christian Academy
401 S. Walnut, Centerview
FD Apparatus Displays, Emergency Services
Information, Smoke Alarm Giveaways & Much More!
Tickets can be purchased at the Admin Office or at the door
$5 in advance or $7 at the door
Kids 10 & under FREE
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Procedure Reminder…
Knox Knox Let Me In

8/2010
Firefighters from all
stations participate
in Battalion Training
held at WFD
Station 2

“It doesn’t matter
what you have
heard. Impossible is
not a word. It’s just
a reason for
someone not to try.”
Unknown

You might remember from last month’s newsletter we discussed not creating unnecessary
damage when responding to automatic alarms or lock-outs/lock-ins. Two approaches to that
end were to wait on a key holder or use some alternative means of bypassing the door which
allowed access, but didn’t create damage. Of course as discussed these methods were for nonemergency (no smoke and flames or nobody in harm’s way) type calls.
The District is now easing into a new method of having access to some public places or facilities. We have started the use of the Knox Box System. The way the system works is a business or facility purchases a security box that is mounted on the exterior of the property. Inside
the box are keys to provide access to and throughout the facility along with any floor plans,
hazards lists or other pertinent information. The beauty of the system is once the property
owner places the items in the box the only access to the interior is by use of the Fire Department Key so whatever is inside for us remains there until we need the materials.
The security of the system is obviously an issue that many may question, but this actually is a
secure system. The keys held by the District will be “locked” in a secure device mounted to
the vehicle and are only removable after an access code has been entered. The code must be
entered correctly and the key will release providing access to the property keys and data. The
key must be returned to the security device for the device to be in the “locked” mode and the
access key to once again be secure from unauthorized use. The storage device mounted on the
apparatus has a feature or two you should be aware of: Each use or attempted use of the keypad is recorded in a downloadable format so we will be able to tell when the key was removed,
with what security code and when it was replaced. It would be best not to “test” your code
every time you walked by, but the system will need to be checked at least during the monthly
apparatus checks. It also can be connected to a light or buzzer that reminds you to replace the
key. For now, that feature may not be used providing we don’t have issues with the keys not
being returned to the secure position.
Not every station will have these security storage boxes as we are placing them in service as
facilities come on line with the Knox Box. At this time Crest Ridge School District is the only
facility that has purchased a box (although not quite installed yet), but hopefully others will follow. As we get this system in service we will send out the new Guideline that will give the general operations for the system and its use. We have sales and other information available at the
office so please ask questions and help us identify those facilities with alarm systems or other
special needs that this type of system could benefit.

8/15/10
Members of the Water
Rescue Team train at the
Missouri River

October 9, 2010
1:00 PM
Johnson County Fairgrounds
Barrel Fight

Kids games
Bucket Brigade
Team Hose Coupling Dummy Drag

BBQ for all participants & their families
immediately following the Muster

Sign-up sheets available at the Admin Office
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If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

Nov. 9 Regular
Session Board
Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

Nov. 10
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

November
TRAININGS
Firefighters as
Incident
Commanders

2: Station 6 7pm
4: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 9 7pm
11: Station 4 7pm
16: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 8 7pm
18: Station 5 7pm
23: Station 1 7pm
25: Station 10 7pm
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

1: Officer Meeting
7pm at HQ
20: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am
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To Crank Fast or Not to Crank Fast...That is the Question
Over the years during your fire service career you either have or will have the opportunity
to secure water from a hydrant. As you know
the District does not have access to hydrants in
all areas, but since we share our work load
across the District everyone will have the opportunity to use a hydrant. Your experience may be
supplying water to the engine or maybe filling the
tanker.
The traditional way of getting water out of
the hydrant is simply removing the cap; connect
your hose line and crank open the hydrant.
When it came time to shut down the supply line,
add an additional line or make other adjustments
we simply cranked the main stem valve back to
the closed position. Depending on the proficiency of the hydrant person and the maintenance of the hydrant stem some could be
opened and closed rather rapidly running the risk
of creating a water hammer with the sudden
opening or closing of the valve. Other issues
often arise if the stem does not operate properly
and the hydrant is damaged. Either way being
without water is detrimental to what we are
attempting to accomplish.
So you say, “There has to be a better way”
and you are correct. A simple appliance we can
use to lessen the risk to the water supply system

is a gate valve that attaches to the discharge of
the hydrant. By utilizing the gate valve we eliminate the need to crank the main stem valve up
and down repeatedly. During tanker fill operations on a larger fire the reduced amount of use
on the stem can have a large impact on its overall life and serviceability. The District has been
able to purchase several of the gate valves that
will be placed into operation. Each tanker will
carry a valve to aid in the fill operations. The
first user to a fill site can install the valve, open
the hydrant and then utilize the gate valve for
subsequent fills by other apparatus without needing to shut down the entire hydrant each time.
A grant opportunity through Missouri American Water has also allowed us to purchase an
additional group of valves, which we intend on
placing into service on the engines that routinely
have hydrants available for use. By having these
available we should be able to further lessen the
impact we have on the hydrants and overall water system. We are sure with the creative group
of minds we have in the District you will find
other uses for the valves, but hopefully they will
provide us one more method of securing water
without damaging the system we are using.

The End is Approaching
The end of 2010 is fast approaching. Everyone should be aware of Policy P2002-001 Attendance
and Participation—Training/Meetings but this is a brief review.
Captains & Lieutenants shall attend and participate in no less than 75% of all scheduled District
trainings at a station level during a calendar year and attend no less than 2/3 of all officers meetings.
Firefighters shall attend and participate in no less than 50% of all District trainings scheduled at
their respective station during a calendar year and attend no less than one District training per
quarter of the calendar year.
Remember—there are only two more months left for you to make sure your training
requirements have been met. Strive to make sure you meet these requirements so you can avoid
any disciplinary action.
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Procedure Reminder…
CO...I don’t smell a thing!

10/11/10
Station 1 & Station
10 conduct Fire
Prevention Week
activities at
Southeast
Elementary

Carbon Monoxide, the color less – odor less killer, is a common and somewhat concerning
issue to our population. As more news coverage is shown on tragic events involving CO the
more aware our citizens become and the more likely they are to call us with their problems,
alarms or concerns. Have you looked over the Carbon Monoxide Alarm Response policy
(P1997-001) lately?
If your answer was no, then now would be a good time to do so. This time of year often
brings in more calls as people start closing up their homes and running the furnaces and other
appliances that may contribute to the CO issue. Remember non-emergency to calls without
symptoms and emergency if there are symptoms. In all cases make sure everyone evacuates,
keep the building closed, wear PPE including SCBA, use your monitor to take a reading of the
CO level, and operate with extreme caution if the reading is over 200 PPM. If you locate the
source turn it off, but DO NOT ATTEMPT ANY REPAIRS. Ventilate the residence if needed
and complete the report information and the carbon monoxide specific form that needs to be
signed by the resident and returned with the report of the office.
Familiarize yourself with the policy and please be safe!

“Success is the sum
of small efforts,
repeated day in and
day out..”
Robert Collier

10/9/10
Firefighters participate in
the 2010 Fire Muster
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Fire Muster Results

By: Sheila Fitterling
The 11 Annual Fire Muster was held on October 9, 2010 at the Johnson County
Fairgrounds. The Johnson County Volunteer Fire Auxiliary and the Johnson County Fire
District sponsored the event. Larry Eggen was the announcer, Larry Jennings and Dee Bennett
were the official judges, Rick Morrison, and Andy Morgan, were the official time keepers and
Scott Ammon was the pump operator.
The kid’s games started off the day’s events. We had 16 participants in a bucket brigade
and hose relay ranging in ages 2 yrs. - 10yrs. Those that participated were James Gudde, Bella
Lindeman, Chesni Edwards, Case Lujan, Johnny Goodwin, Mason Grant, Conner Lujan, Alyssa
Hamilton, Jacob Goodwin, Justin Baughman, Isaiah West, Alek Mackey, Chance Hamilton,
Jacob Faulkenberry, Jake Baughman and Ashley Hamilton.
We had five teams to compete this year. They were: Centerview Station: James
Fitterling, Thomas Edwards, Eric Moeller, and Steve Runyon; Warrensburg Station 1: Tommy
McCoy, Joe Jennings, Allie Vessar, and David Brooks; Columbus Station: Scott Wiltrout, Doug
Brookshier, J.D. Gudde, and Tom Barker; N.W.C.F.D. (Team formally known as Desoto):
Larry Baxter, Brian Brown, Rich Stevens, and Kirk Mackey; Fayetteville/Centerview/Pittsville
(known as the Westerners): David Hamilton, Taylor Edwards, James Wilson and Glen
Baughman.
Dummy Drag
Hose Relay
Bucket Brigade
1st - NWCFD
1st - Columbus
1st - Westerners
2nd - Columbus
2nd - Centerview
2nd - Centerview
3rd - Centerview
3rd - NWCFD
3rd - Columbus
4th - Warrensburg
4th - Warrensburg
4th - NWCFD
5th - Westerners
5th - Westerners
5th - Warrensburg
The final event of the evening was the keg push. This was a best 2 out of 3 event. The
Centerview team was the final team left at the end of the elimination rounds.
The winners were awarded trophies of each contest, and a traveling trophy was awarded
to the Columbus team for the Overall Champion of the 2010 Fire Muster.
The Johnson County Volunteer Fire Auxiliary also put on a barbecue for all participants
and their families afterward at Warrensburg Headquarter Station. A good time and fellowship
was had by all.
We would like to thank everyone who helped in the planning and setting up for this event.
We also would like to thank all the stations for their efforts to get a team and show their
support for the Fire Muster. I would encourage all the stations and fire departments to plan
on attending the 2011 Fire Muster and see if Columbus will keep the traveling trophy. We
appreciate all the families and friends of the fire service for your continued support.
th

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•
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Dec. 14 Regular Session
Board Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

Dec. 8
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

December
TRAININGS
Target Hazards/
Conducting PrePlans

2: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 2 7pm
7: Station 6 7pm
9: Station 4 7pm
16: Station 5 7pm
21: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 7 7pm
23: Station 10 7pm
28: Station 1 7pm
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

4: Makeup Training
8am at HQ
18: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am
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Spring, Summer, Fall...you guessed it, Winter!
Each year we spend some time reminding everyone that winter is approaching and along with
the change in the season we all need to remember how our jobs with the District may be impacted.
As you may remember last year was an extremely cold and snowy winter, the kind our grandparents told us about that forced them to walk uphill both ways from school up to their armpits in the
snow while barefoot. We experienced some issues related to the winter with a delayed response
to at least one major fire scene and various members being stuck in the snow from time to time.
While there is no way we can regulate the weather we can take some action to regulate how the
weather affects us.
We know everyone responds to incidents in a safe manner and follows the provisions outlined
in our policies and guidelines, but winter weather dictates we all become more diligent in paying
attention to how we respond. It does not matter whether you are in an oversized fire truck or
your sub-compact energy efficient hybrid vehicle what you do directly impacts your successfulness
in arriving. The simplest rule of thumb when responding with poor winter road conditions is to
SLOW DOWN. Even though the speed limit sign says you should be able to travel at a certain
speed you should only drive speeds that are “allowed” by the road conditions. A slowed response,
but safe response, is far better than crashing the vehicle and never arriving at the scene.
Other simple ways of reducing your risk after slowing down include: leaving adequate braking
and reaction time between you and any vehicle you are following or attempting to overtake, keeping
the windshield clear of obstruction (this may include the accumulation of snow on the outside,
keeping good wiper blades installed, having an ice scrapper available, cleaning off the truck dash so
the air vents are not obstructed, etc.), plan out your route and look at a map before leaving if
needed so you are not getting last minute turn directions through dispatch or someone in the truck,
making sure the vehicle is ready to be out in the winter, dressing for the weather and many other
common sense actions.
For those of you that may be “newer” drivers of the various apparatus this may be the time of
year you seriously consider letting the more “seasoned” or experienced drivers get behind the
wheel. If you give up the driver’s seat and the truck gets to the scene and back you will be more
likely to still have the truck for the next call instead of watching it disappear from your view on the
back of a tow truck. The biggest issue here is you need to take control of what you are doing so
you and those exposed to you remain safe and are not placed unduly in harm’s way.
Hey, and while you are at it: After you get to the incident safely or maybe while you are stopping by or working at the station remember to be careful and take care of yourself. Each member
of the District is a valuable resource and we don’t want anyone being injured or killed. Taking a few
extra minutes to be safe is a much better option than acting in hast and suffering. Be Safe and let’s
use some common sense as we go about our various tasks.
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Procedure Reminder…
To Participate or Not to Participate...That is the Question

11/6/10
Stations 6, 4 & 10
battle a structure
fire on NE 621 Road

As some of you may already know we have adopted another policy, which will be distributed to
your respective officers and will be updated on our website. The policy, P2010-003 sets forth
the basic information concerning your involvement in fire service related activities and organizations. Hopefully by putting this information in writing it will give us some ground to stand on
should a tragedy strike a member of this department. The policy serves to put members “on
duty” when taking part in activities or organizations when prior authorization has been received
making you a representative of the district. This is really not a complicated process and when
you get the opportunity to read the policy it will make the concept much clearer. Simply put
you can still join and participate in activities or organizations on your own, but that does not
make you there as an authorized representative of the District and may affect your eligibility for
certain monetary benefits should you be killed while participating. When you have the time
review the policy and if you have questions about any of your fire service related affiliations let
the Chief know and we will work towards clarification on the issue.

To Cash or Not to Cash?!?
“Use common sense.
It’s free.”
Unknown

11/8/10
Firefighters from Stations
1, 10, 5 & 9 fight a
structure fire on SW 565
Road
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As many of you may have noticed, the quarterly reimbursement checks you receive have
the words “VOID AFTER 90 DAYS” printed
above the signature line. Believe it or not, there
is a reason behind those words.
The first reason is it allows the check to be
processed in a timely fashion so the
District’s books can be reconciled.
The second, and possibly the
most important reason for you, is
that after 90 days from when the
check was written, the bank may
no longer process it. Sure, it will
be deposited into your account
but once it continues for further
processing and they check the date,
it will quickly be deducted from your account
which could prove quite costly if you have
already used that money you thought was there.
In the past, the banks would process almost
any check regardless of the date it was written.
That is no longer the case, as many of your
fellow firefighters can now attest. The banks are
now cracking down and any check dated 6+
months old is considered “stale dated” and will

be
returned. On some occasions, they will
even return the check if it is older than 90 days
due to the “Void after 90 days” printed on the
check. If this happens to you, bring the information from your bank, including the check or a
copy of the check, to the Admin Office. If we
are in the same budget year that the check
was written, a new check will be
issued. However, be aware that you
won’t walk out of the office with a
new check the same day. It will
have to be processed with our bills
and will be paid during our normal
cycle of bill payments which could
take anywhere from 2-3 weeks.
If you find a check that is dated
more than six months ago, don’t try to cash
the check. Bring it into the office so a new
check can be issued.
So a word of advice...cash your reimbursement check in a timely fashion (within 90 days).
The checks are distributed to the station officers
so you must contact them to get your check.
Save the office, yourself and your wallet from a
huge headache and cash those checks!

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

